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Abstract

One of the problems related to the multi-agent systems area is the adequate

exchange of information within the system. This problem is not only related

to the availability of highly efficient and sophisticated message-passing mech-

anisms, which are in fact provided with by current multi-agent platforms, but

also to the election of an appropriate communication strategy, which may also

greatly influence the ability of the system to cope with the exchange of large

amounts of data. Ideally, the communication strategy should be compatible

with how the information flows in the system, that is, how agents share their

knowledge with each other in order to fulfill the system-level goals. In this

way, MAS designers must deal with the problem of analyzing the multi-agent

system with respect the communication strategy that best suits the way the in-

formation flows in that particular system. This paper presents a formalization

of this problem, which has been coined as the Information Flow Problem, and

also presents a complete case study with an empirical evaluation involving four

well-known communication strategies and eight typical multi-agent systems.

Keywords: Multi-agent Systems; Communication Strategies; Agent

Communication; Information Exchange

1. Introduction

The Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) paradigm is progressively becoming one of

the most successful paradigms for developing complex applications, especially

in distributed scenarios where communication among different entities is one
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of the key features. The paradigm is mainly based on the use of cooperative5

agents, where each agent handles some particular knowledge and a small set

of specialized tasks, and is able to cooperate with the other agents in order to

achieve some system-level goals, which produces a high degree of flexibility [1].

In fact, it is the social behavior of agents and how they interact, more than their

individual capabilities, what makes multi-agent systems so powerful and versa-10

tile in many scenarios [2]. Lately, multi-agent systems have become increasingly

sophisticated, with a growing potential to handle large volumes of data and to

coordinate the operations of many organizations [3]. In this context, one of the

problems related to this distributed computing is the exchange of information

within the system. Thus, the multi-agent architecture must necessarily provide15

a robust communication layer with appropriate message-passing mechanisms

that enable the interaction processes, since they condition how the intelligent

agents are able to interact and coordinate with each other.

However, nowadays the availability of such message-passing mechanisms is

not the main issue to consider since, in fact, many current systems are already20

provided with highly efficient and sophisticated mechanisms. In real systems,

the election of an appropriate communication strategy may also greatly influence

the ability of the system to cope with large amounts of data, especially in

open systems with a large number of agents that may dynamically enter or

exit the system. Ideally, the communication strategy should be compatible25

with how the information flows in the system, that is, how agents interact

and share their knowledge with each other in their way to achieve the system-

level goals. Conversely, a strategy badly adapted to such information flow may

produce a significant communication effort, which in turn may hinder the agents’

cooperation. We have coined this problem as the Information Flow Problem30

(IFP), which is defined as how to exchange information in the most efficient

and effective way in a multi-agent system, depending on the characteristics of

the system. Basically, the IFP is related, first, to identifying the significant

characteristics of multi-agent systems related to the information exchange, and

second, to be able to relate the values of such characteristics in a particular35
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multi-agent system to the communication strategy that best suits the way the

information flows in that particular system.

In this context, the study presented in this paper proposes a generic formal-

ization model of the IFP, the instantiation of the model in order to define some

MAS scenarios or scenes, each with a typical information flow, and an empirical40

analysis comparing the performances of four well-known communication strate-

gies in these scenes. For the empirical analysis, an evaluation framework has

been developed. This framework first generates a series of synthetic test multi-

agent applications according to some predefined characteristics in the model,

and then executes each application on a real MAS called Magentix2, once for45

each communication strategy. For each execution, the framework collects some

run-time information about the message-exchange process. Then, the paper

introduces a set of performance metrics, directly derived from such run-time

information, in order to quantitatively analyze and compare the behavior of the

strategies.50

In addition to the general contributions regarding the IFP, part of the work

proposed in this paper can also be considered a step towards solving one of the

problems of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering [4], namely the availability

of testing techniques which can provide the MAS developers with appropriate

software development processes and tools [5]. The idea of these interaction tests55

is to observe emergent properties, collective behaviors or just to ensure that all

agents in a group work properly together. Different approaches have tried to

include or derive test cases during the development process. In [6], test cases

skeletons are automatically generated while developing the MAS, while [7] or

[8] try to extend well-known agent-oriented methodologies including some types60

of scenario testing. In this context, both the evaluation framework and the

performance metrics proposed in this paper can be used to analyze the system

and to determine to which extent some particular factors or characteristics in

a MAS affect the behavior of current, well-known communication strategies.

Thus, such tools can be considered a testing environment from which MAS65

developers can benefit.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the In-

formation Flow Problem in MAS. Section 3 presents the formalization of the

problem. Section 4 uses the formalization in order to describe eight typical

multi-agent systems, or scenes. Section 5 introduces the case study, including70

the description of the four communication strategies under study and the evalu-

ation framework where the strategies have been incorporated; this framework is

used to generate and execute several hundred test applications corresponding to

the previously defined scenes. Section 6 presents the analysis of the results ob-

tained from these executions, for which some performance metrics are defined.75

Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions of the paper.

2. The Information Flow Problem

In multi-agent systems, it is commonly accepted that communication among

agents is no longer an issue. Agents usually communicate by some sort of peer-

to-peer messaging mechanism, which is provided by the platform middleware80

and allows any agent to send information to any other agent (or to some sort

of agent aggregation) in the system. In this context, this paper focuses not

on the mechanism used by agents to communicate with each other, but rather

on the information being communicated. In particular, the paper studies how

this information or knowledge being shared by agents is exchanged, or flows,85

through the system [9]. This section presents first a brief review of some of

the most relevant information exchange strategies in the literature, and then

introduces the concept of information flow problem as a general way to analyze

the appropriateness of such strategies to different multi-agent system scenarios.

Many strategies in the literature have addressed the information exchange90

among agents. Some of these strategies have focused on making every piece

of information in the system to reach all agents, like broadcasting or by using

a blackboard [10]. These strategies have been suggested in scenarios in which

global knowledge is required, or as a straightforward way to ensure that agents

are always informed about any particular datum they may need. In scenarios95
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where such global communication is not appropriate (or affordable, in terms of

computational resources), and agents need to locate first the particular agents

they want to communicate to, middleman (or middle agent) strategies have been

used, with the middle agent usually being either a matchmaker [11] or a broker

agent [12]. A third group of strategies are based on the idea of indirect commu-100

nication, such as overhearing, which is defined as indirect interaction whereby

an agent receives information for which it is not addressee [13] [14] [15] [16].

Proposed in several different scenarios, indirect communication schemes have

been used to maintain social situational and organizational awareness [17] [18]

[19], to enable team organizations [20] [14], to monitor teams in a non-intrusive105

way [16] [21], to improve information spreading [22], and to develop advising

systems [23] [24]. However, most of the times, overhearing is internally imple-

mented by using message broadcasting, which is simple but computationally

expensive, and may also be considered conceptually contradictory. This is be-

cause the overhearer role, as defined in [25] for multi-party dialogues, is defined110

to exist in situations where the sender (speaker) is not always aware of who is

receiving its (her) messages, apart from the specified receivers (addressees). An

alternative technique for indirect communication is the use of tracing facilities,

as it has been recently proposed by [2]. Tracing in multi-agent systems has been

traditionally focused on providing human users with debugging or monitoring115

information [26] [27] [28]; but some other examples show the usefulness of trac-

ing as a general indirect information scheme available to agents, as in [29], where

norm control in open MAS is performed by using an event-tracing approach.

Other approaches in the literature have focused on the analysis of the com-

munication process within multi-agent systems, with the purpose of helping120

MAS designers by offering tools capable to optimize the communication pro-

cesses among the designed agents. One of the most well-known approaches is

[30], which tries to value communication decisions of agents by using minimum

time as a performance-based metric. There are more recent approaches, such as

[31], where authors propose a genetic algorithm-based approach for learning the125

most appropriated communication strategy. In [32], the performances of dif-
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ferent coordination protocols for cooperative multi-robot teams are compared.

Another interesting work is proposed in [33], where authors search for an opti-

mal communication topology in order to avoid overhead in the communication

process among agents. Finally, a proposal for computing optimal communi-130

cation policies is presented in [34]. Most of the proposed solutions are static,

theoretical models that typically need to be specified by defining closed envi-

ronments where a lot of information about the communication processes must

be fixed and known a priori. Moreover, most of the analyzed solutions also

assume some constraints and requirements which limit their use in more open135

or dynamic environments. Conversely, the proposed model presented in this

paper is generic enough to be used in the specification of a wide range of sys-

tems, including open and dynamic ones. Another advantage of this proposal, as

explained below, is the evaluation framework associated with the model, which

can be used to observe emergent properties in the communication flows resulting140

from agent interactions, and to make sure that a group of agents work correctly

together according to the expected information flow.

On a separate, but related, issue, MAS have also been used as a tool to

study the behavior of humans organizations by taking into account how infor-

mation (or knowledge) flows through their members. An example of this is the145

simulation framework developed in [35], where the goal is to examine the result

of the interactions between individuals in an organization with different prefer-

ences regarding knowledge sharing, using game-theoretic analysis and a Netlogo

agent-based simulation model. In a similar way, [36] proposes techniques for

planning and simulating the knowledge flow networks of large teams or strate-150

gic alliances within organizations. Another example can be found in [37], where

authors propose the formalization of the dynamics of enterprise knowledge flows

and then simulate it by using agent-based computational models. Information

or knowledge flow has also been studied in social networks, which can be seen as

particular kind of large-scale human organizations. These studies try to analyze155

the evolution of user interactions through the tracing of the user actions in the

social network. There are contributions related with this issue in several dif-
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ferent areas, including marketing [38], outcomes prediction [39], recommender

systems [40], analysis of potential consumers [41] or detection of the most in-

fluential users [42]. According to [43], the analysis of the evolution of a social160

network makes possible to study the dynamics that are associated to interac-

tions among users on a global scale. In general, the many similarities between

the analysis of the communication processes in human organizations (and social

networks) and in MAS justifies the importance of the information flow problem

now introduced in this paper.165

We define the Information Flow Problem (IFP) as the problem of how to

exchange information in the most efficient and effective way in a multi-agent

system, depending on the characteristics of the system. As it will be presented

in the paper, part of the IFP also consists on identifying such characteristics.

From the viewpoint of the IFP, communication is seen as a process to achieve170

that the information which some agents want to share is delivered to the agents

which are interested in that information. In the simplest case, a multi-agent

system with only two agents that know in advance each other’s interests, the

IFP is trivially reduced to the two agents being able to send messages to each

other. In more complex scenarios, however, when there are several agents with175

different and dynamic information requirements, the problem is not trivial. For

example, a multi-agent system may use broadcasting as a way to ensure that

potentially important information reaches all agents. If all agents are interested

in the information being broadcast, this may be a good choice; if, however, the

number of agents interested in any particular piece of information is reduced to a180

few, this can be an extremely inefficient way to communicate. Another complex

example may be a large, open multi-agent system, where new agents need to

register and then subscribe to the information that they need, by using some

sort of matchmaker service. According to how dynamic are both the arrival

of new agents and their information requirements, and how well (and fast)185

the matchmaker is able to put the right agents in contact, information being

produced in the system may not arrive to all the requesting agents, resulting in

an ineffective communication scheme.
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In theoretical or simulation studies, it may be assumed that the information

flow is produced instantly, without loss, and producing zero overhead to the190

agents. Such studies do not normally consider that communication may be

degraded due to some run-time situations, including communication bottlenecks

of certain agents or system components, as well as concurrency conditions or

middleware and hardware errors, which may require to retransmit information.

However, in real systems, such simplifications do not hold and so, the IFP195

becomes relevant. The goal of the IFP is to be able to analyze the system

according to some predefined attributes or properties related to information

exchange, and then to infer which communication scheme better fits the system

requirements.

3. Formalization200

From the viewpoint of the IFP, a MAS is comprised by set of entities which

exchange information that can be classified in different subjects, or topics. The

term entity includes the concept of autonomous agent, plus any other source

or target of information in the MAS (such as a human operator, for example).

On the other hand, the concept of topic is introduced by convenience, because205

considering the particular subjects or topics about which agents (and other

entities) are communicating about allows for a more precise analysis of the

way information flows in the MAS. For example, there may be much more

interactions about some topics than others, the particular information about

each topic may have a different, distinctive way of flowing (such as bottom up210

or top down, one to many or many to many, etc.), the communication effort of

agents can be directly related to the number of simultaneous topics that agents

are maintaining, etc.

Thus, this formal model defines a MAS, from the viewpoint of the IFP, as

a tuple composed by E, the set of all entities in the MAS, and T , the set of all215
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topics about which entities in E exchange information:

MAS ≡< E, T > (1)

The information which is exchanged within the MAS is what is referred to

as information flow in this paper. In order to analyze how the flow is produced,

it is necessary to establish a relationship between each entity e ∈ E and every

topic t ∈ T . This relationship is set by means of the ”source” and ”receiver”220

functions, defined as follows in Equations 2 and 3:

source(e, t) =


true:

e transmits information

related to the topic t

false: otherwise

(2)

receiver(e, t) =


true:

e receives information

related to the topic t

false: otherwise

(3)

The set of all the topics an entity e transmits information about at least

once during its life time (source topics) can be defined as follows:

TS(e) ≡
⋃

ti : source(e, ti) (4)

In the same way, the set of all the topics an entity e receives information

about at least once during its life time (receiving topics) can be defined in the225

following way:

TR(e) ≡
⋃

ti : receiver(e, ti) (5)

The subset ES of all source entities in E, is defined as the union of all entities

in the MAS which transmit information about any topic:

ES ≡
⋃

ei∈E

ei : TS(ei) 6= Ø (6)
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In the same way, the subset ER of all receiver entities in E is defined as the

union of all entities in the MAS which receive information about any topic:230

ER ≡
⋃

ei∈E

ei : TR(ei) 6= Ø (7)

From the point of view of the IFP, only the entities which either transmit

or receive information (or both) are producing any information flow, and thus,

the set of all entities in the MAS can also be defined as the union of source and

receiver entities:

E ≡ (ES ∪ ER) (8)

Furthermore, the definition of MAS according to the IFP logically restricts235

the system to be generating and consuming some information, hence the follow-

ing condition is also assumed:

ES 6= Ø ∧ ER 6= Ø (9)

Taking into account the basic definitions above, the following subsections

introduce several properties or factors describing the MAS from the perspective

of the IFP. The goal of these factors is to be able to express quantitatively the240

most relevant properties of the information exchange in the MAS, and hence, to

characterize the MAS from the viewpoint of the IFP. Some of these properties

are related to the characteristics of the information itself (for example, how

homogeneous or distributed it is among the MAS entities), while some others

are centered on how entities behave in respect to the information they possess245

or need (for example, how specialized or exclusive they are about their own

information).

The factors now introduced are in all cases defined for both the source and

the receiver entities in the MAS. However, for the sake of brevity, only the factors

corresponding to source entities are discussed. So, please consider that, for each250

definition or equation corresponding to source entities (with S subindex), there

is an analogous definition for receiver entities (with R subindex).
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3.1. Distribution Factors (DS , DR)

The first property is related to how distributed the information and the

requirement of information are among the entities in the MAS. Both distribution255

aspects will condition how information will flow across the system (for example,

if information is generated by a small percentage of agents, and required by the

rest of them, then the flow will be “few to many”).

In order to model these aspects, a Distribution Factor (DS) is defined for

source entities, in the following way: DS represents the ratio between the num-260

ber of source entities and the total amount of entities in the MAS (in the equa-

tion, the cardinality of a set A is represented as |A|, as usual):

DS =
|ES |
|E|

with DS in ]0..1] (10)

According to this definition, the more distributed the source entities are in

the system, the higher the DS factor will get. As for the extreme values of the

range, a value of DS = 1 would mean that all entities in the MAS are generating265

information to some other entities, while DS → 0 would mean that practically

no agent is sending information. The value DS = 0 is out of range, because a

MAS in which no entity is sending (or receiving) information is by definition

not possible according to the IFP (as expressed by Equation 9).

3.2. Specialization Factors (SS , SR)270

This second set of factors is related to the specialization of the information

that entities possess or require from other entities in the MAS. For example,

some entities may be highly specialized, in the sense that they transmit or receive

information only about very few topics, while others may be less specialized,

meaning that they have a broader set of topics that they talk about. This factor275

also influences the information flow: for example, if the population of receiver

entities in the MAS are highly specialized, the flow will mostly be “point to

point”, whereas a MAS with low specialized receiver entities will produce a flow

similar to “broadcasting”.
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In order to be able to quantify these differences in the interests of entities, a280

Specialization Factor for source entities (SS) is defined as 1 minus the average

for all entities in ES of the ratio between the number of topics about which the

entity is transmitting information and the number of topics in the MAS, that

is:

SS = 1− 1

|ES |
∑

ei∈ES

|TS(ei)|
|T |

with SS in [0..1[ (11)

In this case, the values of this factor is in the range [0, 1[. A higher value of285

the Specialization Factor means that a higher number of sender entities are more

specialized, in the sense that they send information about few topics (out of the

total amount of topics in the system). The extreme values of the range have

the following meaning: on the one hand, SS = 0 happens when every sender

entity in the system sends information about every existing topic, which makes290

the sum equal to |ES |, and thus, the fraction equal to 1. On the other hand, the

highest possible value (SS → 1) happens when information about each topic is

only being sent by one entity. In this particular case, the expression is reduced

to SS = 1− 1
|ES | . This expression calculates the highest value of SS in any given

system, which depends on the system’s number of sending entities (|ES |).295

3.3. Topic Exclusivity Factors (XS , XR)

The factors introduced in this section, along with the ones introduced below

in the following section, are related to the popularity of topics among entities,

either for sending or receiving information. The previous section was focused on

the amount of topics each entity is interested on. This can be further refined by300

considering to which extent the different entities in the MAS share their interest

in particular topics. For instance, some topics may be broadly shared by many

entities which send and/or receive information about them, while some others

can be used in a more exclusive way by only a few entities, or even by a single

one.305

So, in order to quantify to which extent topics are used by entities in the
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MAS in an exclusive way, the Topic Exclusivity Factor for source entities (XS)

is now introduced, after some previous definitions.

The set of exclusive topics about which an entity ei ∈ E is sending informa-

tion is named TX
S (ei), and it is defined as follows:310

TX
S (ei) ≡

⋃
tj∈TS(ei)

tj :6 ∃ek ∈ E, i 6= k|tj ∈ TS(ek)

TX
S (ei) ⊆ TS(ei)

From this set, it is possible to define XS as the average for all source entities

(in ES) of the proportion of the topics of each source entity that are exclusive,

that is:

XS =
1

|ES |
∑

ei∈ES

|TX
S (ei)|
|TS(ei)|

with XS in [0..1] (12)

So, XS calculates how many of the different topics used by a source entity

are not shared with any other source entity. Since the value of XS represents315

an average of proportions, it is in the range [0, 1]. A higher value of XS denotes

a MAS where, in average, there is a higher proportion of topics to which enti-

ties are sending information in an exclusive way. In the extreme values of the

range, XS = 0 indicates that there is no sender entity which has an exclusive

topic, while when XS = 1, all the topics of every sender entity in the MAS are320

exclusive, that is,
⋂

ei∈E TS(ei) ≡ Ø.

3.4. Topic Overlapping Factors (OS , OR)

This section, which complements the previous one, is related to non-exclusive

topics. Non-exclusive topics are by definition, topics shared by two or more

entities. However, from the perspective of the IFP, it is interesting to be able325

to determine the degree of topic sharing in the MAS, since the flow may greatly

vary if a significant amount of topics are shared by most of the system entities,

rather than by a few of them. Thus, the Topic Overlapping Factor for source

entities (OS) is here introduced, after some preliminary definitions.
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The set of shared topics about which an entity ei ∈ E is sending information330

is named TH
S (ei) and, based on previous definitions, can be defined as the set

of source topics of ei minus the set of exclusive source topics of ei, as follows:

TH
S (ei) ≡ TS(ei) \ TX

S (ei) (13)

Then, the set of all topics about which more than one entity in the MAS is

sending information can be obtained as the union of all of these shared topics

for every source entity in the MAS:335

TH
S ≡

⋃
ei∈ES

TH
S (ei) (14)

It is also useful to define the set of all source entities which share a given

topic ti. This set is named HS(ti), and it can be defined as follows:

HS(ti) ≡
⋃

ej∈E

ej : ti ∈ TH
S (ej) (15)

With all these definitions, the Topic Overlapping Factor of a source entity

ei ∈ ES , named OS(ei), which calculates to which extent its topics are shared

with other source entities, can be introduced. This is calculated as the average340

for all its shared topics (in TH
S (ei)) of the ratio between the number of entities

which share each topic and the number of source entities in the MAS, ES . This

is:

OS(ei) =
1

|TH
S (ei)|

∑
tj∈TH

S (ei)

|(HS(tj)|
|ES |

(16)

Finally, it is possible to naturally generalize the previous expression to in-

clude all source entities in the MAS, in the following terms. The Topic Over-345

lapping Factor of source entities in the MAS, OS , is calculated as the average

topic overlapping values for all source entities:

OS =
1

|ES |
∑

ei∈ES

OS(ei) with OS in [0..1] (17)
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For any particular MAS, the value of OS represents the average (for all

source entities) of the average “sharing proportion” of the shared topics in each

source entity (OS(ei)). That is, for each source entity ei, only its shared topics350

are considered, and the value OS(ei) represents the average proportion of other

source entities that also send information about these shared topics. Thus,

values of OS are in the range [0, 1]. When comparing two given MASs, a higher

value of OS implies a MAS where the shared topics of source entities are, in

average, shared among a higher number of other source entities, that is, the355

degree of topic overlapping for shared topics in source entities is higher. In the

extreme values of the range, a value of OS = 0 is produced in a system where

there is no topic sharing among source entities, while a value of OS = 1 means

that for each source entity in the MAS, any shared topic is shared with every

other source entity.360

4. Description of Possible Scenes

This section illustrates the capabilities of the theoretical framework above

in order to describe several multi-agent systems with very different behaviors

with respect to their respective information flows. This description can be

carried out in the design phase of systems where at least there is some a priori365

knowledge about how the information flow should be, which covers a very wide

range of possible systems to be described. The aim of the section is not to be

comprehensive, but on the contrary, to show that with some simple, discrete

variations of a few basic characteristics of the MAS according to the model, it is

possible to describe many well-known multi-agent system scenarios, or scenes.370

In particular, the study has considered three basic characteristics of the MAS

(the cardinalities of ES , TS and ER), and two values for each one (many and

few). These two values have been chosen to be broad, representative values of

the characteristics, but in any case, they represent values that differ in one order

of magnitude at least. Then, a typical, well-known MAS scene has been selected375

as one representative system of each of the eight resultant value combinations.
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Figure 1: Examples of different MAS scenes, according to different values of Tr (in rows), and

ES and ER (in columns).

These eight scenes are graphically depicted in Figure 1, where they are dis-

tributed with varying number of CS in rows, and varying number of ES and

ER in columns. The following subsections discuss these scenes in more detail,

introducing in each case the particular factors defined in the model which are380

relevant in order to describe the scene’s characteristic information flow.

4.1. Flat Network

A flat network of agents, like the one shown in Figure 1(1), is a MAS where

many different agents possess and require information about several different

topics, as for example, a multiproduct market, where several sellers and cus-385

tomers are interested in exchanging goods of different types, with each type

being a different topic about which agents talk about.

In such scenario, some factors in the model can further reflect particular
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cases. For example, if most of the products in the market were exclusive of

some sellers (or sellers specialize in certain brands of the same product), then390

the MAS would show a high value of XS . The existence of a few popular or

basic products that may be sold by many sellers would increase the value of

OS , while a low value in this factor would imply that there are no such general

products shared by most sellers. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the

buyers, the existence of some trendy products that may be of interest for many395

customers would be reflected by a high value of OR, while a high value of XR

would imply that customers have almost disjoint sets of products of interest.

4.2. Moderated Network

In moderated networks, like the one in Figure 1(2), some regular agents

communicate with each other about some topics, while a few supervisor (or400

moderator) agents receive all the information that the regular agents exchange

(in the Figure, there is only one moderator agent, the one at the top). Thus,

supervisor agents can be seen as receiver entities which are interested about

many different topics and from many different sources, while the rest of (regular)

agents could, for example, be modeled as a Flat Network described above.405

In a moderated network, a high value of XR and a low value of OR would

describe a system where supervisors are organized in order to moderate a few

topics each, while if the entire moderation process were carried out by all su-

pervisors regardless of the topics, then XR = 0 and OR = 1.

4.3. Specialized Market410

A specialized market is a particular case of the general market described

in Section 4.1, where there are few types of products (or brands) to exchange.

Thus, in a specialized market, there may be many different agents that buy

or sell such products, and hence communicate to each other about them, but

messages refer to few topics. Figure 1(3) depicts the particular case where there415

is only one product/topic about which agents communicate.
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In a specialized market, the values of SS and SR are related to the specializa-

tion degree of sellers and buyers, respectively, about the available products (e.g.,

a high SR would imply that each buyer is interested in a few of the available

product types). In addition, the XS and XR factors can describe the propor-420

tion of product types that sellers or buyers share, respectively (e.g., a high XS

indicates that each product type is sold by few sellers).

4.4. Supervised Sensor Network

A sensor network is a MAS where a group of several sensor agents register

information which typically is not much diverse (that is, it relates to some few425

different topics), and then send this information to a reduced group of super-

visor agents, which filter and process it. Figure 1(4) depicts a very simplified

supervised sensor network, with only one supervisor and some sensor agents, all

sending information about a single topic.

Supervised sensor networks are characterized by a high DS and a low DR,430

since information flows from the many sensor agent to the few supervisor agents.

In addition, other factors can describe particular cases within this scene. For

example, SS can distinguish between systems where sensor agents are special-

ized, each sending information about a different data set (SS → 1) from other

systems where sensor agents are capable of informing about a wide range of435

data sets (SS → 0).

4.5. News Channel Subscription

In a news channel subscription scenario, some expert agents (typically a

few) share information (news) about different topics with other agents (typically

many) by means a of subscription mechanism, where each topic is a possible440

subscription channel. This scenario is represented in Figure 1(5), where the two

expert agents at the top feed the other agents about some different topics.

This scenario can be further analyzed by considering the XR and OR factors.

For example, if XR is high, this means that many channels have single (or very

few) subscribers, while the value of OR informs about the popularity of the445

channels with more than one subscriber.
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4.6. Heterogeneous Expert Team

A heterogeneous expert team is a MAS where a reduced group of agents

discuss about several topics. This is depicted in Figure 1(6) by three agents

broadcasting and receiving messages about different subjects.450

Typically, in this type of MAS, all the agents in the team are usually in-

terested about (almost) every topic, and so both SR and XR are usually very

low, and OR is high. The values of the equivalent factors for source agents will

basically depend on the amount of topics that each agent is expert about. If, in

general, all agents know about all topics, then SS and XS will also be low, and455

OS high, since there is a common benefit in sharing all the information that

each agent possesses.

4.7. Technical Forum

A technical forum may be seen as a special case of the one described in

Section 4.5, where the expert agents are providing information about few, spe-460

cialized topics. In Figure 1(7), this is depicted as two expert agents at the top,

each one providing information about a different topic, to some other agents

that need that information.

In this scenario, SS is usually high, since information about each topic is

normally provided by its own expert agent, and the information flow is greatly465

influenced by the amount of agents interested in each topic. So, probably the

most relevant factor in this type of MAS is SR, since a low value of SR would

mean that agents require information about several different topics, hence pro-

ducing a great deal of information flow.

4.8. Homogeneous Expert Team470

A homogeneous expert team is a particular case of the heterogeneous expert

team described in Section 4.8. In a homogeneous expert team, a reduced group

of agents discuss about one topic (or a few topics, at most). This is represented

in Figure 1(8) by three agents that exchange information about a single topic.
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A MAS of this type will typically have values of SS and SR close to zero, since475

every agent will talk about all the (few) topics with each other. Consequently,

the values of both XS and XR will be very low, and the OS and OR will usually

be high.

5. Case Study

This section presents a case study where the scenes introduced in the previ-480

ous section are tested against four well-known communication strategies, which

are widely used in many multi-agent systems. The section introduces first the

four strategies, illustrating their typical behavior by explaining their respective

solution to an example of a simple communication problem. Then, the case

study itself is presented. The study comprises several tests where some vari-485

ations of the eight scenes have been implemented in a real MAS, which has

the four communication strategies available, with the general goal of correlating

the performance of each strategy to the typical information flow factors of the

scenes. The performance results of such tests are later presented in Section 6.

5.1. The Communication Strategies490

We define a simple communication problem with a reduced number of agents

and topics. In this case, there are two source agents (or publishers) which can

produce information about 4 different topics (numbered from 1 to 4). There are

also two receiver agents (or subscribers) which are interested in such topics. In

particular, the first subscriber is interested in topics 1 and 2, while the second495

one is interested in topics 2 and 3. None of the two receiver agents is interested

in topic 4. The central part of Figure 2 shows this trivial example. Ideally, the

receiver agents would only receive information about those contexts in which

they are interested, and the contexts in which no agent is interested, such as

context 4, would not produce any information exchange. For sake of simplicity,500

we assume that all agents in the case study are benevolent and they send their

messages whenever are required.
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Figure 2: The communication problem and four solutions, using different communication

strategies.

This communication problem can be solved by many different strategies. In

particular, the case study introduces four of the best known communication

strategies in MAS, each depicted in a different corner of Figure 2. For each505

strategy, please note that the picture introduces some sort of “system agent”(a

system entity), depicted as a rounded box. This is because such entities are

required to support the corresponding strategies in any real MAS. As it will be

presented in the following sections, such entities have been incorporated to the

testing framework and their influence in the information exchange process have510

been particularly analyzed.

The solution with the Broadcast strategy (top left) consists of each agent

sending each other agent every possible message on any given topic. In this case,

the system agent is required at least to register the existing agents, and to pro-
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vide the list of agents to the source agents(for example, in a typical FIPA plat-515

form, this agent would be the so-called Agent Management System, or AMS).

In the Matchmaker strategy (top right), the system agent is a middle agent,

called precisely matchmaker, which gathers information about the topics of in-

terests of source and receiver agents and then is able to put in contact the right

source and receiver agents. The Broker strategy (bottom left) also uses a sys-520

tem agent as a middle agent, called broker in this case. The purpose of the

broker agent is to forward all messages sent by source agents to the appropriate

receiver agents, for which it needs to be previously informed about the topics

of interest of each source and receiving agent. Finally, the Event Tracing

(bottom right) strategy uses some tracing facilities available in the multiagent525

platform in order to provide a subscription mechanism for the so-called trace

services. Source agents create trace services for the topics about which they

want to send information, and receiver agents subscribe to these services ac-

cording to their interests. In this case, the system agent (“Trace Manager”) is

the one that supports the required subscription mechanism.530

When comparing the problem description with the proposed solution of any

of the strategies, it is clear that the strategies often solve the problem in a non-

optimal way. For example, in the Broadcasting strategy, the processing and

sending of messages about topic 4 is useless for the Publisher 2 agent, and also

to both subscriber agents that will have to receive them only to discard them.535

5.2. Implementation of the Case Study

This section presents the implementation of the case study, where several

multiagent test applications corresponding to the eight scenes described in Sec-

tion 4 have been generated and executed in an evaluation framework which

incorporates the four communication strategies above. The section describes,540

in order, the evaluation framework, the output data of each test, and the actual

set of tests included in the study.

The evaluation framework can be basically seen as a source code generator

plus an execution environment, which work sequentially. First, the code gener-
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ator uses the definitions and factors defined in Section 3 as entry configuration545

parameters in order to produce the source code of several multiagent test ap-

plications. Among others, these parameters include the number of publisher

and subscriber agents, the number of topics per agent, and the specialization,

exclusivity, overlapping factors for both publisher and subscriber agents. The

source code of the agents inside each test application (in Java) is specifically550

generated in order to use the facilities of a particular multiagent platform called

Magentix2 1[44]. Then, after being compiled, each test application is executed

in the execution environment, which is a modified version of the Magentix2

platform where the four communication strategies described above have been

implemented, and where some tracing facilities allows for the collection of run-555

time information about the messages exchanged during the execution.

Since the goal of the case study is to measure the performance of the strate-

gies respect to the IFP, the framework generates synthetic test applications,

each one comprising a set of publisher (source) agents and a set of subscriber

(receiver) agents which exchange messages about some topics. As some of the560

strategies rely on an actual subscription mechanism, topics have been imple-

mented, and are referred to, as subscription channels. The applications are syn-

thetic in the sense that the only purpose of their agents is to publish/subscribe to

any of the available channels and then to send/receive messages corresponding

to such channels, with the actual content of these messages not being relevant.565

Please note that, in order to work properly, the code of each test application is

generated in order to use a particular communication strategy, and this implies

that the publisher/subscriber agents will need to get in contact to the corre-

sponding system agent that registers both the agents and the available channels

and, in some cases, plays the middle-agent role in the strategy. The agents will570

also need to follow the strategy negotiation in order to contact each other, if

required, before being able to exchange messages.

Since agents are by definition dynamic entities which may change their moti-

1http://users.dsic.upv.es/grupos/ia/sma/tools/magentix2/index.php.
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vations and goals, the framework allows agents to change the channels in which

they are interested or about which they generate information, at run time. In575

particular, in the process of generating the source code of each test application,

the framework calculates off line some random changes of the channels of in-

terest for each (publisher or subscriber) agent and the moments at which such

changes need to be produced, while keeping the values of the factors (special-

ization, exclusivity, etc.) of that test application constant. Such changes are580

then introduced in the code of each agent, ensuring that they will be the same

for each application independently of the communication strategy being used,

and hence allowing the performance results of the strategies for the same test

application to be comparable.

For the sake of simplicity, the set of test applications generated by the frame-585

work for this case study has limited each agent to act as either a publisher or

a subscriber. However, this limitation does not affect the performance study

about the communication strategies, since the study does not consider the in-

ternal complexity of agents with respect to the simultaneous conversations they

are keeping with each other, but the message exchange itself. However, the590

system agent for each strategy can indeed send and receive messages, and the

communication effort of such agents is actually relevant to the study.

As commented above, the execution of each test application in the execution

environment produces some run-time data about the messages exchanged dur-

ing the execution, both from the publisher/subscriber agents and the strategy595

system agent. This run-time data can be processed after the execution, in order

to compute some statistic results that can be then combined and compared with

the results of other executions, as necessary. For each execution, the collected

run-time information includes, among others, four types of messages according

to their sending and delivery status during the execution: SNT, OK, SPAM and600

UNRCV, which are now described. From the viewpoint of publisher agents, all

messages that are sent by any publisher is registered in the agent’s log as a SNT

message. On the other hand, these “sent” messages can be classified in three

groups, from the viewpoint of any given subscriber agent. The first group is
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made of the messages correctly delivered to the subscriber agent according to605

its interests, that is, messages that correspond to channels in which the agent

was interested; messages in this group are labeled as OK. In some communi-

cation strategies, such as broadcast, it may happen that some messages are

delivered to an agent which was not interested in their corresponding channels;

such messages form the second group, labeled as SPAM. Finally, it may also610

happen that a sent message is not delivered to a subscriber agent which was

actually interested in the message’s channel. This may happen, for example,

in the matchmaker strategy: when publisher and/or subscriber agents dynami-

cally change their interests at run time, this may produce some changes in the

subscriptions, and such changes are not instantaneous, since the matchmaker615

(system) agent needs to re-negotiate the subscriptions with the affected agents.

Messages in this third group (sent but not delivered where they were supposed

to) are labeled as UNRCV.

Finally, the remainder of the section describes the actual set of experiments

that have been generated and executed by using the evaluation framework. The620

framework has generated several test applications for each of the eight scenes

described in Figure 1, and has specified the characteristics of each application

by using the definitions and the factors introduced in Section 3. The main input

parameters were: the number of publisher and subscriber agents, the number of

channels for publisher agents, and the percentage of available channels that were625

of interest for subscriber agents. Table 1 presents a summary of the particular

values of these parameters for the eight scenes.

After some preliminary tests, the experiments assigned some particular val-

ues to the defining factors which are typical of each scene, in order to be able

to detect, if possible, significant performance differences among the communica-630

tion strategies. In particular, the cardinalities of both ES and ER were assigned

to 20 agents (“few”) or 200 agents (“many”), and the cardinality of TS were set

to 1 channel (“few”) or 7 channels (“many”), according to the characteristic of

each scene. Some particular scenes considered up to three possible values of the

specialization factor for receiver entities (SR), in this case expressed (for imple-635
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Table 1: Summary of the experiment parameters.

(1) Flat Network (2) Moderated Network

# publisher agents 200 # publisher agents 200

# channels per publisher 7 # channels per publisher 7

# subscriber agents 200 # subscriber agents 20

% of interest 50 % of interest 50

(3) Specialized Market (4) Supervised Sensor Network

# publisher agents 200 # publisher agents 200

# channels per publisher 1 # channels per publisher 1

# subscriber agents 200 # subscriber agents 20

% of interest 50 % of interest 10, 50, 80

(5) News Channel Subscription (6) Heterogeneous Expert Team

# publisher agents 20 # publisher agents 20

# channels per publisher 7 # channels per publisher 7

# subscriber agents 200 # subscriber agents 20

% of interest 50 % of interest 10, 50, 80

(7) Technical Forum (8) Specialized Expert Team

# publisher agents 20 # publisher agents 20

# channels per publisher 1 # channels per publisher 1

# subscriber agents 200 # subscriber agents 20

% of interest 50 % of interest 10, 50, 80

mentation convenience) as the percentage of the available channels which were

of interest for the subscriber agents. In addition, all these scenes were tested

with some variations of other parameters and factors: each scene was tested for

both 1 and 7 channels per subscriber. The Exclusivity Factor (X ) was set to

20% and 80% for both publisher and subscriber agents. In the same way, the640

Overlapping Factor (O) for both publisher and subscriber agents was also set to

20% and 80%. For each combination of values in these factors, 5 replicas were

generated. This made a total amount of (8 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 5) = 1280 single

tests, each of which was executed once for each communication strategy on the
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Magentix2 multiagent platform for a total execution time of 120 seconds, dur-645

ing which publication periods were randomly chosen for each channel of every

publisher agent between 20 and 25 seconds.

6. Result Analysis

As explained in the previous section, the execution of each test application

in the case study produced some run-time logs, from which certain basic values650

or results can be extracted. In particular, these results include the number of

messages sent by publisher agents (NSNT ), and the number of messages wanted

and delivered (NOK), delivered but unwanted (NSPAM ) and wanted but not

delivered (NUNRCV ) to subscriber agents, as well as the messages sent and

received by the system agent which supports each of the four communication655

strategies under study.

From these basic results, this section proposes five performance metrics in

order to evaluate and compare the run-time behavior of the communication

strategies in the eight scenes defined in the case study. The following subsec-

tions introduce these metrics, which will consider not only different performance660

aspects, but also the run-time overhead introduced by the strategies.

6.1. Effectiveness

The first performance metric analyzes the ability of each strategy to deliver

all the messages which are of interest to subscriber agents. In this sense, an

strategy is considered to be completely effective if it is able to deliver each and665

every message sent through a channel to which any agent was subscribed, during

the entire execution. This can be calculated, for each test application execution,

in the following terms:

Effectiveness =
NOK

NOK + NUNRCV
∗ 100 (18)

The equation above defines the Effectiveness metric as a percentage value,

where a value of 100% indicates that every message of interest for any subscriber670

agent was delivered (i.e., there were no UNRCV messages).
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Table 2: Effectiveness results of the experiments with varying numbers of publishers (#Pub),

channels per publisher (#Ch/Pub) and subscribers (#Sub).

% EFFECTIVENESS

ID #Pub #Ch/Pub #Sub
BCAST MATCH BROKER TRACE

Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev

1 200 7 200 100 0 83.79 6.43 93.47 6.12 92.02 7.98

2 200 7 20 100 0 84.70 7.69 93.55 6.27 92.75 6.83

3 200 1 200 100 0 86.09 7.49 93.40 5.91 91.53 6.92

4 200 1 20 100 0 85.42 6.24 91.64 6.89 92.50 7.52

5 20 7 200 100 0 85.26 5.34 91.56 6.42 92.20 7.78

6 20 7 20 100 0 84.63 6.43 94.59 6.22 94.21 5.83

7 20 1 200 100 0 89.82 9.82 93.90 8.95 90.96 12.47

8 20 1 20 100 0 85.09 8.59 89.32 11.07 92.20 7.85

Table 2 shows the Effectiveness average and standard deviation values for

the different experiments and strategies. The table shows that Broadcast is the

only strategy which is always 100% effective, since all messages are delivered

to all subscriber agents, independently of their interests. In the other three675

strategies, the dynamic changes of topics (channels) for publisher or subscriber

agents may affect the effectiveness, since they produce a reconfiguration of the

system (middle) agent and/or the affected agents. In particular the values for

both the Broker and Trace strategies stand between 90% and 95%, depending on

the type of system. Broker seems slightly better in terms of effectiveness than680

Trace in most of the cases, due to the fact that Broker is a pure centralized

strategy, and it may react faster to changes in the subscribed channels. The

strategy with worse effectiveness is Matchmaker, clearly outperformed by all the

other strategies, with values ranging between 83% and 90%. This is because

the dynamic reconfiguration of channels takes longer than in other strategies,685

since it involves not only the middle agent, but also the affected publisher and

subscriber agents.
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6.2. Precision

While the Effectiveness metric above measures to which extent agents are

provided with all the information generated in the MAS that they considered690

relevant, it does not provide any measure about the amount of information

received by agents and then discarded, because it was of no interest to them.

Such unwanted (SPAM ) messages cause unnecessary traffic in the system and

a processing overload to agents. This can be measured by introducing the

Precision metric, which can be computed for each test application execution, in695

the following terms:

Precision =
NOK

NOK + NSPAM
∗ 100 (19)

Thus, the Precision metric is a percentage value where a value of 100%

indicates that no message received by any agent was unwanted (i.e., there were

no SPAM messages)

Table 3 shows the Precision average and standard deviation values obtained700

from the different experiments. As expected, results for Broadcast are very

poor in terms of precision, specially when the number of publisher agents and

channels grow. The other strategies provide much better results (with values

between 99% and 100%), since all of them incorporate an actual subscription

mechanism. In these strategies, this slight loss of precision in some scenarios is705

due to the dynamic changes in publisher/subscriber channels.

6.3. Performance

The previous metric can be complemented by another one that quantifies the

impact of the unwanted messages to publisher agents, in terms of the resources

spent to create and send messages that were of no interest to (some) subscriber710

agents. This is the purpose of the Performance metric, which can be computed

for each test application execution, in the following terms:

Performance =
NOK

NSNT
(20)
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Table 3: Precision results of the experiments with varying numbers of publishers (#Pub),

channels per publisher (#Ch/Pub) and subscribers (#Sub).

% PRECISION

ID #Pub #Ch/Pub #Sub
BCAST MATCH BROKER TRACE

Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev

1 200 7 200 0.48 0.54 99.67 0.62 99.97 0.04 99.28 0.43

2 200 7 20 0.63 0.70 99.40 0.89 99.99 0.03 99.48 0.64

3 200 1 200 1.42 2.98 99.91 0.18 99.99 0.04 99.73 0.35

4 200 1 20 5.33 11.69 99.77 0.59 100 0.01 99.90 0.27

5 20 7 200 1.13 0.93 99.94 0.10 99.99 0.04 99.73 0.36

6 20 7 20 4.75 4.09 99.74 0.78 100 0 99.93 0.16

7 20 1 200 1.17 1.16 100 0 99.99 0.07 99.79 0.76

8 20 1 20 9.01 11.28 99.99 0.06 100 0 99.97 0.13

Thus, a Performance value of 1 indicates that all messages sent by sub-

scriber agents where considered relevant by their respective receiver agents, and

so, these subscriber agents did not waste any resource sending unwanted mes-715

sages. A value lower than 1 would express this wasted effort, where not all

sent messages were considered relevant when received. A value higher than 1 is

also possible, since because of how some strategies work, publisher agents are

helped to distribute their messages to several subscriber agents, and so a single

SNT message may end up being several OK messages, received by different720

(interested) subscriber agents.

Table 4 shows the Performance results for the different tests in the case

study. In the table, the average results for Broadcast are very close to zero,

hence demonstrating the huge wasted publication effort of this strategy, where

most of the sent messages are discarded by subscriber agents. The average725

values for Matchmaker are very close to 1, showing that this strategy is very

successful in delivering the right messages to the right subscriber agents (at

the internal cost of publisher agents, which need to maintain the subscription

lists), with the exception of the reconfiguration phases after the publisher or
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Table 4: Performance results of the experiments with varying numbers of publishers (#Pub),

channels per publisher (#Ch/Pub) and subscribers (#Sub).

PERFORMANCE

ID #Pub #Ch/Pub #Sub
BCAST MATCH BROKER TRACE

Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev

1 200 7 200 0.004 0.005 0.997 0.006 0.911 1.065 2.62 2.54

2 200 7 20 0.006 0.006 0.994 0.008 0.12 0.136 2.01 1.43

3 200 1 200 0.014 0.03 0,999 0.002 2.693 5.819 2.27 3.18

4 200 1 20 0.053 0.117 0.998 0.006 1.026 2.322 2.05 2.03

5 20 7 200 0.011 0.009 0.999 0.001 2.074 1.783 2.85 3.22

6 20 7 20 0.047 0.041 0.997 0.008 0.913 0.798 2.11 1.37

7 20 1 200 0.012 0.012 1 0 2.134 2.106 2.50 4.11

8 20 1 20 0.09 0.113 0.999 0.0006 1.65 2.26 2.11 2.12

subscriber agents change their interests. Values are never higher than 1, since730

in this strategy, messages are directly sent from publisher to subscriber agents.

The average values for Broker show very different performances depending on

the scene characteristics: the performance is very low with many publishers and

channels but few subscribers (Scene No. 2), since all messages from every pub-

lisher agent are sent to the middle agent, but many of them may not be relayed735

to any other agent if there are few active subscriptions. However, the perfor-

mance is much high when the number of publisher agents is low compared to the

number of subscriber agents and of subscriptions (Scene No. 5 for example); in

such cases, the average reaches values over 1, because a single message sent to

the middle agent may be then relayed to many subscriber agents. Finally, the740

average performance values of Trace are all above 2, since in this strategy, the

communication (tracing) layer is in charge of delivering each message (event)

produced by a publisher agent to the right subscriber agents, but the event is

not transmitted if no agent is subscribed to it, hence not producing any extra

traffic in the MAS.745
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6.4. Performance with Middle Agent

The results in the previous section are biased for the Broker strategy, since

they do not take into account the messages retransmitted by the middle agent to

the right subscriber agents, nor the potential bottleneck that the broker agent

may produce in the MAS. For this reason, this section modifies the Performance750

metric by incorporating the effect of the middle-agent, producing a new metric

called Performance MA, which can be defined as follows:

Performance MA =
NOK

NSNT + NSNT MA
(21)

where NSNT MA is the number of communication messages sent by the mid-

dle agent. This metric introduces a ratio similar to the previous one, where the

number of messages correctly received by the subscriber agents are compared755

against all the communication messages transmitted in the system by both the

publisher agents and the middle agent, if any.

The results of this new metric can be seen in Table 5. If compared with

the values of the Performance metric in Table 4, all strategies except Broker

produce the same results, as expected. In the Broker strategy, the average values760

are now much worse than in the previous metric, which places this strategy

between Broadcast and Matchmaker. As this new ratio also considers all the

communication messages sent in the system, the values of Performance MA are

considered a much more accurate measure of the performance than the previous

metric.765

6.5. System Overhead

The previous sections have shown significant differences in the performance

metrics for the four strategies. Normally, better performance results are the

result of a more sophisticated strategy, but this usually comes at a cost. The

aim of this section is to quantify this cost, which is related to the way the770

strategy works. In particular, any of the communication strategies requires

some protocol that allow agents to contact each other and agree on the channels
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Table 5: Performance results including the middle agent (MA) of the experiments with varying

numbers of publishers (#Pub), channels per publisher (#Ch/Pub) and subscribers (#Sub).

PERFORMANCE MA

ID #Pub #Ch/Pub #Sub
BCAST MATCH BROKER TRACE

Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev

1 200 7 200 0.005 0.005 0.997 0.006 0.384 0.204 2.62 2.54

2 200 7 20 0.006 0.007 0.99 0.009 0.096 0.096 2.01 1.43

3 200 1 200 0.014 0.030 0.999 0.002 0.577 0.129 2.27 3.18

4 200 1 20 0.054 0.117 0.998 0.006 0.326 0.23 2.05 2.03

5 20 7 200 0.011 0.009 0.999 0.001 0.604 0.13 2.85 3.22

6 20 7 20 0.047 0.041 0.997 0.008 0.393 0.216 2.11 1.37

7 20 1 200 0.012 0.012 1 0 0.594 0.143 2.50 4.11

8 20 1 20 0.09 0.112 0.999 0.001 0.546 0.117 2.11 2.12

about which messages will be exchanged. As explained before, this protocol is

supported by the strategy’s system agent, which in some cases also plays the

middle-agent role. In this context, all the messages that agents exchange with775

the system agent, or system messages, produce extra traffic in the MAS that

can be considered as system overhead.

However, the measure of the system overhead by using the system messages

is not straightforward, since it depends on many factors. The mere amount of

system messages on any given test does not express the degree of overhead traffic780

in that test. The same happens with the ratio between the system and the non-

system (communication) messages, since this ratio is affected by the duration

of the test (in particular, by the time between channel reconfigurations). Thus,

the metric now introduced proposes to compare the system overhead of any

strategy against the overhead of the Broadcast strategy in the same test, since785

Broadcast is considered by definition the “best case” value (i.e., the minimum

amount of system messages) in any given scenario. The metric, called System
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Table 6: System messages ratios of the experiments with varying numbers of publishers

(#Pub), channels per publisher (#Ch/Pub) and subscribers (#Sub).

SYSTEM MESSAGES RATIOS

ID #Pub #Ch/Pub #Sub
BCAST MATCH BROKER TRACE

Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev Avg Dev

1 200 7 200 1 0 28.68 21.07 14.16 4.19 16.76 4.77

2 200 7 20 1 0 19.81 4.21 16.63 0.76 19.99 0,89

3 200 1 200 1 0 11.37 9.86 7.06 4.40 7.62 4.49

4 200 1 20 1 0 6.78 6.29 3.30 0.77 3.90 0.87

5 20 7 200 1 0 16.20 8.90 12.18 8.02 12.92 8.15

6 20 7 20 1 0 25.88 14 14.1 4.15 16.72 4.76

7 20 1 200 1 0 10.20 6.74 11 8.03 11.09 8.06

8 20 1 20 1 0 9.95 4.81 7.09 4.42 7.60 4.49

Messages Ratio, is defined as follows:

System Messages Ratio (strategy) =
NSY S(strategy)

NSY S(Broadcast)
(22)

where NSY S(strategy) is the number of system messages using a specific

strategy and NSY S(Broadcast) is the number of system messages using Broad-790

cast, both in the same test. The ratio therefore quantifies the extra overhead

which is produced in the MAS when using a particular strategy compared with

the overhead of Broadcast.

Table 6 shows the average and standard deviation values of this ratio for

all the experiments. The results show thatMatchmaker is the strategy with795

more overhead traffic, and it is specially sensitive to scenes where a higher

heterogeneity of topics (see scenes No. 1 and No. 6). These variations in the

system overhead for the same strategy on different scenes is also produced in

Broker and Trace, but in a lesser degree.
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7. Conclusions800

Along this paper different contributions have been proposed. First, the paper

has defined the Information Flow Problem (IFP) in a MAS as the problem of how

to exchange information in the most efficient and effective way within the MAS.

Second, this IFP has been formalized by proposing a model which introduces a

set of definitions and properties that can be used to describe any MAS from the805

perspective of the IFP, allowing the system designer to analyze the expected

flow of information among the agents in the MAS. The formalization has not

considered if agents are cooperative or selfish about the information flow, since

this is orthogonal to the approach. In fact, the framework can be used as a way

to identify deviations about the expected information flow that could be then810

used to track down anomalous behaviors of some agents in the system.

Third, the proposed formalization has been instantiated to describe different

MAS scenarios, in order to demonstrate its descriptive capabilities. Specifically,

the instantiation has included eight well-known MAS scenes which globally com-

pose a representative set of most real MAS existing today. These descriptions815

have proven that describing a MAS according to the concepts and properties of

the proposed model facilitates the analysis and the design of a MAS from the

perspective of the information flow.

Fourth, a case study including these eight scenes has been designed and

built, in order to compare four different, well-known communication strategies.820

To do this, an evaluation framework has been implemented. The evaluation

framework first generates real, synthetic multi-agent applications conforming

to some predefined parameters which match the properties of the formalization

model, and then executes such applications on a real MAS called Magentix2.

The framework also traces and collects the relevant events about information825

exchange among agents during each single execution, and produces a complete

set of statistical outcomes by combining the results of all executions. Based on

these outcomes, the paper has also proposed a set of metrics in order to quantify

several performance dimensions of the four communication strategies.
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The behaviors of the communication strategies in the different scenes, each830

one with its own distinctive information flow, have been analyzed by using the

results from the performance metrics. In general, the evaluation framework and

the performance metrics have been proven as useful tools to analyze the behavior

of communication strategies in MAS from the perspective of the information flow

problem.835

Finally, the proposed contributions can also be considered a step towards

providing tools for the MAS design phase in order to determine to which extent

some particular factors in a MAS or some communication strategies affect the

behavior of the system.
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